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Course holder: 
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Discipline objectives (course and practical works) 

 

The course aims at acquiring knowledge regarding the instruments and methods used in 

topographic surveys, methods of calculation, editing and use of topographic maps and plans. 

During practical work, the students will learn how the instruments used in planimetric, 

levelling and tachymetric surveys work; they will go through the methods used for the calculation 

of surfaces, as well as for carrying out topographic-cadastral maps. 

 

Contents (syllabus) 

 

Course (Chapters/subchapters) 

 General notions: the object and the component parts of topography; the importance of 

topography for agriculture; units of measurement used in topography; topographic elements of 

the land; angular and linear elements measured on the land; basic topographic calculations; 

trigonometric circle and topographic circle; coordinate systems and axes; numerical and 

graphical topographic scales.  

 Planimetrics: marking topographic points; signalling topographic points; distance measuring 

equipment on the direct route; angle measuring equipment; horizontal angle measurement; 

vertical angle measurement; planimetric surveys through traversing; planimetric surveys 

through radial traversing; surface calculation; carrying out topographical plans. 

 Levelling: general notions; types of levelling; levelling support networks; geometric levelling; 

geometric levelling surveys using the traversing method; relief representation on maps and 

plans; slope. 

 Tachymetry: general notions; classic tachymeters; self-reducing tachymeters; electronic 

tachymeters; carrying out the digital topographic plan. 

 Cartographic and technical drawing: basic elements of cartographic writing; writing on 

topographic maps and plans; topographic maps and plans; map and plan sheet nomenclature; 

cartometric issues; general norms and rules in technical drawing.  

 

Practical works 

Alignments and direct distance measurement  

Angle measuring instruments 

Optical angle and distance measuring 

Geometric levelling instruments 

Levelling surveys using the geometrical levelling traversing method 

Topographical maps and plans 

Project work 

Tachymetric surveys using the radial traversing method 



Calculating the coordinates of the points from the elevation network 

Relating the points from the support and elevation network 

Tracing contour lines on the topographic plan 

Surface calculation  

Carrying out and drafting of a longitudinal profile of the land 
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Evaluation 

 

Assessment forms Assessment methods 
Percentage of final 

grade 

Exam Written  60% 

Assessing the activity 

during the semester 

Assessment tests and practice-project 

application 
40% 
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